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Workshop Agenda 

 

The 3
rd

 workshop marked a critical stage of the FARQUEST Foresight exercise. In the course of the FARQUEST TRANSFORMATION 

event, three crucial elements were tackled: consolidating a robust common vision, elaborating the challenges of the involved 

research fields (a comprehensive and compelling list), and providing recommendations (a realistic and implementable list). The 

general tenor was that it is now important that scientists actively engage in self-marketing: policy makers distribute money, but 

they don’t have scientific training. Participating in this decision-making process on the political level by giving input might 

enhance the future decisions. In the context of a discussion at the EC about Horizon 2020, and in general about the prioritization 

of research until 2020, the output of the FARQUEST project can act as input to the debate. The quantum technology Nobel Prize 

is a huge driver and attracts attention, so this moment should be used cleverly to focus very much on dissemination of output 

and venture capital. 

An important dissemination tool is the FARQUEST draft report: It provides a unique opportunity to tell a compelling story along 

an interesting theme. Quantum biology is novel and exciting: what is known is exciting, what is not known is huge. Therefore the 

workshop aims at telling the story about quantum biology and quantum physics, which seems to be the tip of a really large 

iceberg: Quantum biology requires fundamental quantum technology in order to be successful. The ESF Forward Look is into the 

unknown, so it cannot be about quantum technology itself (already won a Nobel prize), but it can be about the unknown field of 

quantum biology. Yet it should be considered that the target group of the report is non-scientists, so the story has to be new and 

capturing in order to attract attention. Physics is thereby crucial in order to create a new class of graduate students that are not 

afraid of science in general and interdisciplinary research in specific. 

» Workshop structure 

Previous workshops and meetings had identified future research directions and goals for all three working-groups. The 3
rd

 

workshop focused on policy recommendations highlighting future challenges and strategic key research topics. The workshop 

format comprised a plenary session to revalidate and discuss the results hitherto, as well as writing sessions, where participants 

actively formulated challenges, field specifics, and recommendations for their respective research area. Furthermore a group 

discussion and a short road mapping process facilitated the prioritization of contents for a final report. 

 

 

2011 – 2012 
 
1. Proposal 
2. Scoping workshop 
3. Workshop I 
4. Workshop WG2 
5. Meeting WG3 
6. Workshop II 
7. Workshop III 
8. Consensus meeting 
Draft report 
Final conference (ESF) 
Final report (ESF) 

2011 – 2012 
 

1. Proposal 
2. Scoping workshop 
3. Workshop I 
4. Workshop WG2 
5. Meeting WG3 
6. Workshop II 
7. Workshop III 
8. Outreach 
9. Consensus meeting 
Draft report 
Final conference (ESF) 
Final report (ESF) 
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Guiding questions for panel discussion 
 

THE QUANTUM MACHINE - LEARNING 

FROM LIFE forward and reverse 

» How well are the working groups 

1, 2, 3 represented in the draft text? 

» Where do we agree? What is missing or 

needs to be changed? 

Main Results 

THE QUANTUM MACHINE – LEARNING FROM LIFE forward and reverse 

Harnessing the real potential of the quantum to make powerful machines capable of radically improved performance has yet to 

be realized. Such machines have the capacity to revolutionize fields ranging from information processing and sensing to 

medicine. Fundamental new insights will be required to achieve this goal. This problem can be tackled "bottom up" from the 

application of basic physics and "top down" by learning from nature that appears to have evolved over billion of years to use 

subtle quantum effects. This document sets out a program of research designed to exploit and integrate the "bottom up" and 

the "top down" approaches to realize quantum machines that can function even under every day conditions. A road map to 

achieve these goals  is presented. 

» Panel Discussion: FARQUEST Vision and Strategic Orientation 

 

 Balance needed 

 Effectiveness! (matters more) 

 Clarity of focus: a good story 

 AGREE: novelty comes from different areas 

 Studying quantum complexity based on bio 

 Complex quantum.systems 

o Quantum theory – bottom-up 

o Quantum biology – top-down 

 

 

 We need quantum technologies 

 Enabling our vision 

 Starting point 

 Idea of a “visual” roadmap (towards vision) 

 All 3 working groups contribute 

 Writing “abstract” of 1 paragraph 

 Integrated vision 

 There is no Quantum Biology existing today (university & RTO 

implemented) 

 “bio-vision” included in a more general vision 

 “Vision” of WG 2 not reflected by bio-vision 

 Reformulate abstract 

 (Include visualization - interconnectivity) 

 Extend Luca’s paper with input from other groups 

 What is a quantum machine? 

 Including KETs in abstract 

 

» Working & Writing Session: Prioritizing and Specifying Strategic Research Topics 

Search for an overarching research direction that captures key subjects 

across all three working-groups, and that aligns their research topics and 

targets to one theme with focus on novelty, innovation, and a 

condensed thematic representation of FARQUEST. 

 

 

 

Guiding questions for a common FARQUEST vision 
 

» What is our key strategic research topic? Provide a 

precise illustration and specific instances 
 

» Which “knowledge” do we have for other groups? 

Which “knowledge” do we need from other groups? 
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» Working & Writing Session: MEETING CHALLENGES 

 

WG 1: Quantum Biology 

What controls non-classical coherence and the extent of quantumness in biological processes and can we 
engineer it? 

Illustration: Charge separation in photosynthesis 

WG 2: Quantum many body systems and complexity 

Emergent quantum phenomena 

on an exemplary experimental level (quantum optics), test cases of quantum features that prevail or even are 
stabilized by incoherent processes, are well established (micro maser physics), and we do now have means to 
scale such set-ups, with much reduced experimental overlap 

WG 3: Quantum enabled technologies 

Definition of “Quantum Machine”: Large scale composite quantum system with global non-classical properties 

Example: Quantum sensors (gravimeters to detect natural resources (e.g. oil); electric & magnetic field sensors 
for monitoring brain activity at the single-neuron level) 

Funding & Cooperation 

• Setting up integrated and sustainable FUNDING SCHEMES for QM (Umbrella) 

•Setting up a “competent” review process 

•Creating a QM community 

•Sources and mix of funds 

•Coordination (Priority-setting, Synergy between programs 

• Encouraging INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION(US [existing cooperation on health], China, etc.) 

Education & Human Resources 

•HIGHER EDUCATION: interdisciplinary curriculum “studium generale” 

•Undergraduate program: “Physics of Life” 

•Post-graduate excellence: “Dr. Universalis” 

•Senior Sabbatical 

•SCHOOL EDUCATION: awareness, encouragement 

Infrastructure & Policy 

•Secure access to supercomputers for performing simulations of quantum systems that 
require powerful machines 

•Sustainability of knowledge, high fluctuations in personnel, huge loss of technical knowledge 
(forgetting of skills) 

•Synergy between programs (ERC, Marie-Curie, FET) on European level & national level 

•Overarching funding structures on European level – diverse sources, funding-mix 

•Synergies between countries should be identified in order to enable European funding, It 
should be possible to apply for funding in another country 

•Suitable funding instruments, e.g ERC-type structure for small-scale (1 M€) projects involving 
a small number of partners  from different EU countries 

•Simplification of administration 

Communication & PR 

•Get attention of journalists (“instancies”, “stories”) 

•Competition vs. cooperation? 

•Reach out to young people/kids (media) 

•Set-up strategy to diff stakeholders 

•Engineering QMs (energy ex) 

•Festivals 
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» Working & Writing Session: Recommendations 

 

Education & Human Resources / Infrastructure & Policy 

 Create a new type of scientists 

 Unusual requirement of building a new interdisciplinary field 

 Interdisciplinarity should be stressed in order to attract funding but not as a self-sufficient argument, but as a 

reason for sustainable funding 

 New funding scheme that would allow sort of fast-track small-scale collaborations within Europe, major hurdle 

is to foster new ideas, so this would be very suitable 

 laser facilities to perform experiments across European science landscape (not a specific laser for specific 

experiments) 

 Laser Lab Europe, where and how you get access to that and you can apply for funds and access time, could be 

interesting for a new proposal in order to influence the chosen key area 

 Example Germany: Money also goes to engineers at the Fraunhofer Institute (who gave a long-term 

commitment to support university research) who then sustain not pure scientific knowledge 

 Two-tier funding: foundational/basic research and engineering (laser labs) 

 dedicated technology development to perform basic research 

 Dr. Universalis  

 Some of trainings are open, students can go anywhere in the UK to do their PhD, there should be an obligation 

that students can go anywhere, should be very open and elitist 

 Small aliens, small is different 

 Research professorships, where people apply for interdisciplinary research in order to learn something new or 

different 

 Schools  

 Sabbatical  

 Putting physics into the context 

 Communication & Public Relations 

 Events, festivals to attract journalists, quantum machine exhibitions, etc. 

 Foundations, organisations should support the external communication 

of the field by events (e.g. yearly science festival in Graham) 

 Build up a quantum machine, i.e. a good example for a quantum 

machine we could engineer (e.g. solar cell), would be a very good PR-tool 

 Develop a communication strategy, set up the right discussions in the 

overarching programme, to have a unified strategy also for schools, 

public, funders, etc. 

 Funding & Cooperation 

 Identify stakeholders that are directed towards recommendations  

 Set up an overarching funding scheme 

 Set up a negotiation with the US (why is the next framework programme 

not linked to the NSF?) 

 Two recommendations: one focusing on EU-internal aspects, one going 

outwards, i.e. international cooperation (e.g. with US NSF) 

 Funding programs at the level of Marie Curie but that can fund a larger 

number of applicants than current schemes do. 

  

Guiding questions for recommendations 
 

» What are institutional frameworks 

(networks, etc.) to support our work? 
 

» How to attract public funding? 

Quantum Biology 

Quantum many 
body systems and 

complexity 

Quantum enabled 
technologies 

The Quantum 
Machine 
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